Rental Policy

DEPOSITS are required for any item rented unless credit has been applied for and an approved in advance. Minimum deposit is $10.00.

IDENTIFICATION is required on all rentals as follows:
1. Valid driver’s license or picture identification.
2. Year, make, and license of renter’s vehicle.
3. Major credit card.

CHECKS will be accepted for rental. Checks used for deposit will be left open (no dollar amount filled in), and the amount of the rental will be filled in on return of the equipment. A receipt will be given to the customer in all cases. There will be a minimum charge on all returned checks!

MINIMUM RENTAL for which any invoice will be written is $5.00. Minimum rental on any specific item is the smallest rental shown in the catalog.

CARE OF EQUIPMENT: All rentals are made with the understanding that normal wear and tear is included in the rent. Any damage from misuse or improper care will be charged for.

CLEANING OF EQUIPMENT: Our rental rate structure anticipates that all equipment is returned clean. If it is not returned clean, a cleaning charge will be added.

FUEL CHARGES: Equipment is sent out full of fuel and is expected to be returned full of fuel. If equipment is not returned full, fuel charges will apply.

EQUIPMENT PROTECTION PLAN: As an added service, we offer an Equipment Protection Plan. This covers the rental equipment against accidental damage. It is an additional charge of 12% of the gross rental. This does not cover misuse, loss or neglect.

DELIVERY CHARGE: A delivery charge on equipment is $50.00 and $10.00 per mile. There is a $60.00 minimum delivery.

CREDIT: We will be glad to open an account for you. Please ask for a credit application at the counter, download one through our website or just give us a call.

RESERVATIONS: On certain pieces of equipment, it is a good idea to reserve it. All reservations are for 8 a.m. A deposit may be required on some equipment.

RENTAL DAY: A rental day is 24 hours. Equipment is charged for time out, not time used. Overtime will be charged at the national rate of 1/6th the daily rate per each hour overtime.

ON HEAVY EQUIPMENT: A day is 24 hours, 8 hours maximum running time per day, or 40 hours per week maximum running time. Overtime will be charged.

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE